30 DAYS OF THANKFUL PROJECT GUIDE

Welcome to the 30 Days of Thankful Project Guide overview. The goal of this project? Document
gratitude for 30 days. You can choose November or any month or period of time you like. To complete
this 4 x 4 album project you will need:
LEARN ABOUT

INCLUDES:

THE SETS

• 14 card files (4 x 4) in the following formats

I’ve created a

(JPEG, PDF and layered PSD (to allow full

video overview of

color customization using Photoshop or

the products, plus

Photoshop Elements)
• printable/customizable spine file designed to

some step-by-step
video instruction

work with the recommended mini album

for modifying and

• 6 x 4 layered photo template for creating a

printing your own

collage of 2 x 2 inch photo images.

cards at home.

To purchase the digital package, click here.

You will find a free
layered digital
template set in the
Facebook group,
under the Files Tab.
• VIDEO OVERVIEW
• VIDEO TUTORIAL

One 4 x 4 mini album

1–2 extra packs page protectors

1 extra pack divided page

RECOMMENDED:

RECOMMENDED:

protectors

We R Memory Keepers

We R Memory Keepers 4 x 4

RECOMMENDED:

4 x 4 in Greige

(10-ct)

We R Memory Keepers

SHOP:

SHOP:

4 x 4 (10-ct)

Studio Calico

Studio Calico

SHOP:

Amazon

Amazon

Studio Calico
Amazon

Each 4 x 4 album comes with 5 page

12 sheets white cardstock

protectors, two full pages and three divided

RECOMMENDED:

pages (2 x 2 inch pockets.) I recommend

smooth or textured

buying two more full page packs. This gives

SHOP:

you plenty of space to cover all 30 days and

Amazon (smooth white)

include lots of 4 x 4 inch photos. You might

Scrapbook.com (textured white)

also consider an extra pack of the divided
protectors, for using the small cards and
more small photos..
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30 DAYS OF THANKFUL ALBUM PAGES

The digital/printable album set contains the following cards:
TITLE PAGE CARDS (three options)

MULTI-IMAGE CARDS (designed to be cut into 2-inch squares for the album’s mini pockets)

PATTERN CARDS (mix & match, use as photo mats, cut up, punch out shapes, whatever you like!)

JOURNAL CARDS (two options, one for left and right facing pages)
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30 DAYS OF THANKFUL ALBUM STRUCTURE

A PEEK AT THE

There is no rule that says you have

ALBUM STRUCTURE

to write every day. But when you do,

The idea is simple: document

put the date in the journal box. Hand

something you are grateful

write it, stamp it, use letter stickers, use

for every day. Or every other

the corresponding digital stamp set—

day. Or whenever you feel

however you want to roll.

like it during any given 30

Then take photos as you go. Again,

day period.

you can take a photo for each entry.
You can take photos and drop them
into the 6 x 4 multi-photo template to

Here is where you will
journal about what you are
thankful for. Handwrite it, or use the
journaling templates. Here is where
you will journal about what you are
thankful for. Handwrite it, or use
the journaling templates. Handwrite
it, or use the journaling templates.
Handwrite it, or use the journaling
templates as you see fit.

create and print out 2 x 2 inch images
for use in the mini pockets. It’s your
call. You can use a photo on one day
instead of journaling. The idea is
to make this a gratitude album that
reflects you.
If you don’t like the color scheme
Here is where you will
journal about what you
are thankful for. Handwrite it, or
use the journaling templates. Here is
where you will journal about what
you are thankful for. Handwrite
it, or use the journaling templates.
Handwrite it, or use the journaling
templates. Handwrite it, or use the
journaling templates as you see fit.

on the PDFs and are handy with
Photoshop, go ahead and create
a whole new color scheme for the
project.
If you’d like to make a larger album,
like a 6 x 6 inch version, simply enlarge
the PSD files before you start changing

Here is where you will
journal about what you are
thankful for. Handwrite it, or use the
journaling templates. Here is where
you will journal about what you are
thankful for. Handwrite it, or use
the journaling templates. Handwrite
it, or use the journaling templates.
Handwrite it, or use the journaling
templates as you see fit.

MORE A PROJECT LIFE KIND OF GIRL?
Use this card set in your Project Life albums. Design I features all
4 x 4 pockets and Design J and Design K pages combine 4 x 4
with 3 x 4 pocktes.

the colors. Note: going larger than
6 x 6 will begin to reduce the resolution
of the patterns and graphics.
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30 DAYS OF THANKFUL PHOTOSHOP STEP-BY-STEP

If you would like to change the colors of the PSD

Layers Palette and drag it directly above the

files to match your personal taste, these instructions

layer you intend to clip into. Use the Move Tool

walk you through changing element colors and

to position your image directly over the target

dropping images into layered template files.

shape.

CUSTOMIZING ELEMENT COLORS IN PS/PSE

With the new layer highlighted, create a clipping

To change the color of an element: Open the

mask (PSE: CTRL + G; CMD + G on a Mac; (PS: OPT +

PSD file and then make sure you also have your

CTRL + G; OPT + CMD + G on a Mac) to clip it into

Layers Palette open. (View > Layers in PSE;

the template layer shape below. It works like magic.

Window > Layers in PS)

You can also go to the Layer Menu and find the

To change the color of an element, click on its
layer in the Layers Palette to highlight it, or click
on it directly the Move Tool to select.
Next, go to Edit > Fill Layer (Edit > Fill in PS).
Under Contents choose Color from the drop
down menu. The Color Picker will come up.
Use your mouse to select a color you want to

Create Clipping Mask command there. Repeat for

each photo and paper layer.
FONTS USED IN THE ALBUM DESIGN
The fonts have all been converted to pixels so they
will read correctly on any computer. But if you’re
interested in the font choices, here they are:
Blanch Used for titles.

use and be sure that Preserve Transparency is

Stringfellows Hand drawn script

checked. Click OK and your layer element will

Thirsty Soft Chunky script

change to the color you selected.
Many of the patterns are white and on their
own layers. You can achieve different effects by
playing with color and opacity.
WORKING WITH LAYERED TEMPLATES
Open the template and then make sure you also
have your Layers Palette open. (View > Layers in
PSE; Window > Layers in PS)

Open a paper or photo of your choice, Select All
(CTRL + A; CMD + A on a Mac), copy (CTRL + C;
CMD + C on a Mac), then return to the template,
click on the layer in the Layers Palette that you
wish to modify and paste (CTRL + V; CMD + V
on a Mac). Your paper or photo should appear
in a new layer directly above that layer in the
palette. If not, click on your photo or paper in the
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30 DAYS OF THANKFUL RELATED PRODUCTS

I’ve created two additional products that tie into the design of the album set. The digital stamps
work with the album design. Or, if you’d just like to create simple gratitude cards for your Project
Life® albums, you will find those in the J-Cards: 30 Days of Thankful, also fully customizable with
layered PSD files.

I N C L U D E S T W O 8 ½ x1 1 P R I N T A B L E P D F S + “ I G I V E T H A N K S ” C A R D O P T I O N

STUDIO CALICO
Last but not least, you can purchase the physical products from Studio Calico for a limited time
including a 4 x 4 card set and stamps.
4 x 4 cards (includes a PDF of printable journal cards*)

SOLD OUT
*receive a PDF for printing
blank journal cards upon
purchase of the card kit.
2 x 3 Logo Stamp

4 x 6 Acrylic Stamp Set
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30 DAYS OF THANKFUL LET’S CONNECT

I’ve started a Closed Facebook group for those participating in 30 Days of Thankful. To join, click here
or search: CZ Design 30 Days of Thankful, request to join and I will approve you within 24 hours.
You can share your pages with each other and join in the fun for the month of November.

If you want to share your pages on

CONNECT WITH ME ONLINE:

social media, be sure to tag them with

FA C E B O O K

#CZ30DaysOfThankful so I can see what

TWITTER

you’re sharing!
QUESTIONS?
Email me at cathy@cathyzielske.com

I N S TA G R A M
WEBSITE

